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Hawks notebook: Inconsistent team ‘down a little bit'

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

7:22 p.m. Thursday, January 27, 2011 

It's not as if the Hawks have collapsed.

Just over a week ago they earned an impressive victory at Miami. Even after losing at Milwaukee on 

Wednesday, the Hawks stood tied with Chicago for fourth place in the Eastern Conference, two games 

behind Chicago for third.

Still, the Hawks are 3-3 in their past six games and haven't shown the form that earned them five 

consecutive victories to start the month.

"I guess we are getting the wins," center Al Horford said, "but we just have to be more consistent."

During the winning streak the Hawks hummed on offense while sharing the ball and working for good 

shots. On defense they communicated and helped each other. And even when they didn't do those 

things all of the time, the Hawks found a way to win.

Lately they've had more moments such as their recent fourth quarter at Milwaukee. Then, the Hawks 

blew an 11-point lead while falling back into their isolation habits on offense, taking bad shots and failing 

to defend and rebound.

"When we are playing team ball, we are at our best," Horford said. "Sometimes we get away from that, 

and that's when you get games like that. I don't know why. That's the frustrating part to me.

"I want to win, and I'm all about that. It's frustrating when we go out there and don't do that like we 

should."

The Hawks seemed to have lost their rhythm since defeating the Heat.

The Hawks lost to Houston at home while playing little defense and then labored to beat the hapless 

Kings at Philips Arena. They followed the stirring victory at Miami with a 41-point home loss to New 

Orleans. After a solid victory at Charlotte, the Hawks faltered at Milwaukee.

"It's kind of been up and down here lately," guard Jamal Crawford said. "Over the course of the season, 

I think everybody goes through that. We have high expectations of ourselves, so when we lose games 

we feel like we should win, it kind of brings everybody down a little bit."
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Guard Mike Bibby suffered an injury to his left (non-shooting) hand in the first quarter at Milwaukee. He 

finished the game, but sat out practice Thursday.

"He sounds like he is going to be OK," coach Larry Drew said.

Horford and forward Marvin Williams reported no problems after returning to the lineup Wednesday. 

Williams had been out since Dec. 29 with a bruised lower back, and Horford had missed two games with 

a sprained right ankle.

Guard Joe Johnson said the right knee injury that kept him out of practice Tuesday is "a minor thing." 

He also said his right elbow is improving after the Dec. 2 surgery that sidelined him for 15 days.

"It's good," he said. "No problems since the surgery. It feels fine. The extension is there."

Forward Josh Smith suffered a hyperextended knee Friday. He said it's still swollen.

"I just have to keep getting it treated before games so it's not super stiff," he said.
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